‘A child with autism is not merely a compilation of symptoms’
‘Exhibited symptoms could be the manifestations of signalling and metabolic
derangements with widespread effects integrally related to what we now call autism’.
Way back in 2004 by studying the underlying intermediary biological processes we
hypothesized autism as a ‘Chronic Dynamic Reversible Encephalopathy’
DOAST was founded in 2004 with ‘Integrated Therapy’ as a therapeutic technology to
rewire/ reactivate dormant functional areas of brain and achieve functional connectivity and
independent existence in autism.
The DOAST ‘Integrated therapy’ is a fusion of chosen techniques and medicines from the
centuries old medicinal practice of - Yoga, Siddha and Ayurveda - applied in synergy with the
latest findings of mainstream research.
The concepts of these ancient Indian therapeutic systems were in complete synergy with the
mainstream technological understanding of chronic disease as cellular stress, molecular
disorder, cytokines and signal triggers between body and brain.
Therapeutically replicated clinical alleviation of painful GI symptoms and consistently
associated improvement in behaviour and cognition were/are the observed positive outcomes
in DOAST Integrated Therapy program spanning 14 years till date.
Many have blossomed into full-fledged semi-independent teens. Consistent replication of
observed phenotypic data on individuals thus treated lends validity for our biomedical
approach towards autism
BIRTH OF UCOPE – 2018
Now the families who have achieved cognitive/behavioural coherence through the
‘DOAST Integrated Therapy’ platform have come together to create a united initiative
called UCOPE.
Empowered with more than decade of ‘Integrated Therapy’ a cost-effective treatment
methodology, their intention is to establish a unique Single Roof diagnostic & therapeutic
facility.
By working together to enhance the obtained cognitive/behavioural coherence by ‘value added
facilities’, the mission of ‘UCOPE’ Trust is to convert ‘Family confined responsibility’ to
‘Collective Parental Responsibility’.
UCOPE aims to lessen the anxiety of the parents, by converting the statement ‘my Child'
into ‘our Children’ in at this ONE STOP institution.
WE SEEK YOUR HELP IN ABUNDANCE TO NURTURE UCOPE.
*Please seek detailed explanations in www.doast.com & www.ucope.org

